Bioactive protein fraction DLBS1033 containing lumbrokinase isolated from \textit{Lumbricus rubellus}: ex vivo, in vivo, and pharmaceutic studies

Abstract: DLBS1033 is a bioactive protein fraction isolated from \textit{Lumbricus rubellus} that tends to be unstable when exposed to the gastrointestinal environment. Accordingly, appropriate pharmaceutical development is needed to maximize absorption of the protein fraction in the gastrointestinal tract. In vitro, ex vivo, and in vivo stability assays were performed to study the stability of the bioactive protein fraction in gastric conditions. The bioactive protein fraction DLBS1033 was found to be unstable at low pH and in gastric fluid. The “enteric coating” formulation showed no leakage in gastric fluid–like medium and possessed a good release profile in simulated intestinal medium. DLBS1033 was absorbed through the small intestine in an intact protein form, confirmed by sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS PAGE) analysis. This result confirmed that an enteric coating formula using methacrylic acid copolymer could protect DLBS1033 from the acidic condition of the stomach by preventing the release of DLBS1033 in the stomach, while promoting its release when reaching the intestine. From the blood concentration–versus-time curve, \textsuperscript{99m}Tc-DLBS1033 showed a circulation half-life of 70 minutes. This relatively long biological half-life supports its function as a thrombolytic protein. Thus, an enteric delivery system is considered the best approach for DLBS1033 as an oral thrombolytic agent.
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Introduction
Bioactive protein fraction DLBS1033, which is derived from earthworms \textit{or Lumbricus rubellus}, has been found to be potential as an agent for prevention and treatment of thrombosis-related disease.\textsuperscript{1} The active constituent of DLBS1033, among many proteins, is a group of serine proteases known as lumbrokinase, which has already been investigated and shown to be well absorbed through intestinal epithelium.\textsuperscript{2} Many studies on lumbrokinase have been conducted, and collectively, these proteins serve in thrombolytic and antithrombolytic activities. Our laboratory has been focusing on the study of natural products such as DLBS1033,\textsuperscript{1,3} and especially on their pharmacological activities.\textsuperscript{1,4,5} As in the case of chemical agents, the long-term use of therapeutic agents from natural sources requires a convenient route to maximize patient compliance, with oral administration being the most preferred route. A lingering problem experienced in the oral solid formulation of drugs that contain protein as an active ingredient is the instability of the protein in the harsh condition of the gastrointestinal (GI) tract. Protein tends to be unstable in the stomach, due to the low gastric fluid pH and gastric protease activity.\textsuperscript{6} One of the common formulation strategies to overcome this problem is to prevent the drug from having direct contact with the environment of the stomach with use of an “enteric coating”. Enteric coatings have been shown to...
facilitate the delivery of therapeutic agent into the intestinal region without disturbance by the harsh gastric condition.\(^7\)\(^8\)

The primary use of enteric coating in this investigation was to maintain the activity of proteins, such as lumbrokinase, that are unstable when exposed to gastric fluid. The most commonly used pH-sensitive enteric polymers for this application include cellulose acetate phthalate, cellulose acetate trimellitate, hydroxypropyl methylcellulose phthalate, and methacrylic acid copolymers.\(^9\)\(^–\)\(^11\)

The present study investigated the characteristic and stability of DLBS1033 in the GI tract and examined the release profile when coated with a methacrylic acid copolymer formulation. DLBS1033 extract was also examined to confirm its permeability through the Wistar rat intestine. Blood clearance analysis of DLBS1033 labeled with the radioisotope \(^{99m}\)Tc was undertaken in an animal model to evaluate the in vivo half-life.

### Materials and methods

#### Materials

DLBS1033 was prepared at Dexa Laboratories of Biomolecular Sciences (Cikarang, Indonesia) as described previously.\(^3\) Bovine serum albumin (BSA) fraction V, human plasminogen, and thrombin for biochemistry were purchased from Merck KGaA (Darmstadt, Germany). Human fibrinogen fraction I-S and fetal calf serum were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Corp (St Louis, MO, USA). Low-molecular-weight marker proteins and Sephareryl\(^®\) S-300HR were purchased from GE Healthcare (Little Chalfont, UK). \(\text{Na}^{99m}\text{TcO}_4\) was obtained from National Nuclear Energy Agency (Tangerang, Indonesia). Other reagents used were of analytical grade.

#### Animals

Six male *Rattus norvegicus* strain Wistar rats (D’Wistar, West Java, Indonesia) weighing around 200–250 g were used for the experiment. The rats were housed under standard condition (18°C–25°C, relative humidity <70%, under a 12/12 hours light/dark cycle). All protocols using animals were evaluated and approved (approval number DOC-DLBS-BIOL-VVR-APF-01/Intestinal Absorption Study of DLBS1033) by the Animal Care and Use Committee of Dexa Laboratories of Biomolecular Sciences (DLBS-ACUC), according to the requirements and standards set out by the Association for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care.

#### The influence of pH on the in vitro solubility and stability of DLBS1033

Mixtures of 61.25 mg/mL DLBS1033 were prepared in three different pH solutions: purified water pH ±6.0; 20 mM sodium phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) pH 7.4; and 20 mM sodium acetate buffer pH 2.8. Each mixture was mixed by vortex for 15 minutes and centrifuged at 3,000 rpm for 10 minutes. The supernatant was collected and used for zymography, sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE), protease activity, and protein content assay.

### Ex vivo and in vivo gastric stability of DLBS1033

Rats were fasted for 2 days prior to the experiment, with free access to drinking water. Initially, rats were anesthetized with ketamine 75 mg/kg by intramuscular (IM) injection, followed by acepromazine 2.5 mg/kg IM. Purified water 2 mL per oral (PO) was administered to all rats. After 1 hour, surgery was performed to collect gastric fluid.

For the ex vivo gastric stability test, DLBS1033 powder was made into a mixture, at a concentration of 61.25 mg/mL, with the gastric fluid obtained from the rat and incubated at 37°C for 1 hour. The mixture was then centrifuged at 3,000 rpm for 10 minutes, and the supernatant was used for zymography, SDS-PAGE, protease activity assay, and protein content assay.

For the in vivo gastric stability study, DLBS1033 powder was made into a mixture, at a concentration of 61.25 mg/mL, with purified water and homogenized for 15 minutes using vortex. The mixture was then given PO to each rat 1 hour before surgery. Surgery was performed to collect some gastric fluid. The gastric fluid was then centrifuged at 3,000 rpm for 10 minutes. The supernatant was taken and used for zymography, SDS-PAGE, protease activity assay, and protein content assay.

### Assays of DLBS1033

Characterization of DLBS1033 was conducted as previously described by Trisina et al.\(^3\) SDS PAGE was run using a 12% polyacrylamide gel and stained using Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250. The molecular weight was determined using low-molecular-weight marker standards. For the zymography analysis, fibrinogen (0.3%–1%) was incorporated into 12% native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE).

### Intestinal permeability assay of DLBS1033

The rats were fasted for 12 hours before the experiment, with normal access to drinking water. Prior to surgery, the rats were anesthetized. The small intestine was washed with 10 mL PBS (1x) and 7 mL of DLBS1033 solution, respectively. Then, the small intestine (duodenum, jejunum, and ileum) was filled with DLBS1033 solution and tied with a string. The small
intestine was isolated and placed into a chamber that contained 50 mL of saline. A sample of 600 μL solution was taken out of the chamber at different time points, to be analyzed using protease assay, zymography, and fibrin plate assay. The removed solution was then replaced with fresh saline.

Radiolabeling and purification of 99mTc-DLBS1033
Direct labeling on DLBS1033 was done using Na\(^{99m}\)TcO\(_4\)\(^{-}\). First, a mixture of 50 μg SnCl\(_2\) \(\cdot\) 2H\(_2\)O and 500 μL of DLBS1033 were prepared in PBS (pH 6–7). Then, Na\(^{99m}\)TcO\(_4\)\(^{-}\) with radioactivity of ±3–5 mCi, was added into the mixture and mixed by vortex for 1 minute. The radioactivity of the mixture was measured with a Deluxe Isotope Calibrator II (Victoreen Inc, Modling, Austria). The mixture was then incubated for 15 minutes at 37°C. The Direct labelling resulted in \(^{99m}\)TcO\(_4\)-DLBS1033. However, there were \(^{99m}\)TcO\(_4\)\(^{-}\) that are not attached to the DLBS1033. Therefore, the purity of \(^{99m}\)TcO\(_4\)-DLBS1033 from the excess \(^{99m}\)TcO\(_4\)\(^{-}\) was determined using paper chromatography, with Whatman\(^{®}\) cellulose chromatography paper 3mm Chr sheets (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, USA) as the stationary phase and acetone-free water as the mobile phase. After the chromatography process was done, the Whatman 3MM paper was dried and cut in 1 cm lengths. The pieces of paper were measured for radioactivity, using an ORTEC 4890 preamplifier SCA (Ortec, Milan, Italy) to determine the retardation factor (Rf) and purity.

The \(^{99m}\)Tc-DLBS1033 was purified using Sephacryl S-300HR, eluted with PBS pH 7.4, and collected into fractions. Fractions that contained \(^{99m}\)Tc-DLBS1033 were collected and used for the blood clearance study.

In vivo blood clearance study of 99mTc-DLBS1033
The rats were given 0.01 mCi/mL of \(^{99m}\)Tc-DLBS1033 intravenously (IV). Blood sampling was performed at ten time points (5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 45, 60, 90, 120, and 180 minutes) following the injection. Each blood sample was weighed, and its radioactivity was measured with the single-channel analyzer apparatus. Blood clearance analysis was done following the two-compartment model and calculated using Multifit Software (University of Groningen, Groningen, Netherlands). The resulting data was expressed as plasma concentration (cps/g) as a function of time.

Formulation and physical characteristics
Enteric-coated tablet formulation of DLBS1033
The enteric coated tablet formulation of DLBS1033 for this study was prepared at Dexa Laboratories of Biomolecular Sciences. The core tablet of DLBS1033 was obtained by direct compression of a mixture composed of DLBS1033, croscarmellose sodium, talc, and magnesium stearate. Methacrylic acid copolymer was used as the enteric coating agent. The coating suspension was composed of methacrylic acid copolymers 23.06% weight/weight (w/w), Eurolake Ponceau 4R 0.76% (w/w), talc 6.20% (w/w), titanium dioxide 0.67% (w/w), propylene glycol 2.34% (w/w), and purified water 67.1% (w/w).

Disintegration and dissolution study of DLBS1033 enteric coated formulation
A disintegration test was performed to examine the tablet’s integrity in a simulation of gastric fluid. The tablet disintegration test of the DLBS1033 enteric coated tablet (Dexa Medica, Tangerang, Indonesia) was performed, as described in USP XXXI, 31st edition of United States Pharmacopeia using a disintegration tester type ZT 222 (Erweka GmbH, Heusenstamm, Germany). Six enteric coated tablets were placed into different tubes containing 0.1 N of hydrochloric acid fuming 37% (Merck Millipore, Billerica, USA), without a disk, for 2 hours, after which the tablets were placed in PBS pH 6.8, with a disk, in each tube. The disintegration media used for this test was maintained at 37°C±2°C. The time required for disintegration of the enteric coated tablet was measured and recorded.

The DLBS1033 enteric coated tablets dissolution profile was evaluated, using a DT-700 dissolution apparatus, type 2 (Erweka, Heusenstamm, Germany) and using two different media: HCl 0.1 N, which represented the human stomach condition, for 120 minutes and subsequently, PBS pH 6.8, which represented the condition in human intestine, for 40 minutes; both analyses were done at 37°C±0.5°C.

Results
Solubility and stability of DLBS1033 in different pH
This assay was performed to determine the solubility and stability of DLBS1033 in different pH conditions.

| Table 1 Protease activity and protein content of DLBS1033 in different media |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                                 | Protease activity (U/mg) | Protein content (mg/mL) |
| Water (pH 6.0)                  | 5.79             | 7.77             |
| Phosphate-buffered saline (pH 7.4) | 5.54             | 8.05             |
| Sodium acetate buffer (pH 2.8)  | 2.95             | 7.36             |
Table 1 shows the protease activity and protein content of DLBS1033 in different pH media. The protease activity and protein content of DLBS1033 in sodium acetate buffer were lower than that of DLBS1033 in purified water and PBS. Lower protease activity was also apparent from the weaker band in the zymogram result of in vitro sample in sodium acetate buffer compared with that in purified water and PBS (Figure 1).

**Ex vivo and in vivo gastric stability of DLBS1033**

Table 2 shows that the isolated gastric fluid only contained a very small amount of protein with no proteolytic enzyme activity. The mixture of DLBS1033 sample and gastric fluid showed similar protease activity and protein content to the in vitro result of the DLBS1033 sample in sodium acetate buffer.

The zymography result of the in vivo samples (Figure 2) showed extensive degradation of the DLBS1033 protein fraction compared with that found in the in vitro and ex vivo samples. This result can be inferred from the small amount of protein and weak protease activity compared with that of the ex vivo condition.

**Intestinal permeability assay of DLBS1033**

This assay was performed to investigate transport of DLBS1033 across the intestinal membrane. The results showed that the active proteolytic components of DLBS1033 were transported through the rat intestine in intact form. The zymogram result (Figure 3) showed that the proteolytic enzyme activity appeared after 20 minutes of incubation and continued until the 150th minute.

The fibrin plate result showed fibrinolytic activity of DLBS1033 (Figure 4). The pattern on the fibrin plate showed a similar pattern to that of the zymogram ie, DLBS1033 was detected in the medium outside the intestine after 20 minutes of incubation and gradually increased until the 150th minute. This is shown with the increment of lysed fibrin volume, due to the enhancement of fibrinolytic activity, in the samples (Figure 5).

**Radiolabelling and purification of 99mTc-DLBS1033**

The result of labelling Na-99mTcO₄ to DLBS1033 was 99mTc-DLBS1033. Two possible impurities were 99mTcO₂ and 99mTcO₄⁻. The 99mTcO₂ fractions represented the free reduced Tc form, whereas 99mTcO₄⁻ represented Tc that did not react with DLBS1033. The purity of 99mTc-DLBS1033 was determined using the paper chromatography method. Figure 6 shows that paper chromatography was used to separate 99mTcO₄ from 99mTc-DLBS1033. This is shown from the different Rf values for 99mTc-DLBS1033 and 99mTcO₄⁻.
While $^{99m}\text{TcO}_2$ was inseparable from $^{99m}\text{Tc-DLBS1033}$, the percentage of purity of the $^{99m}\text{Tc-DLBS1033}$ and $^{99m}\text{TcO}_2$ combination was 99.93%±0.015%. Further purification, using Sephacryl column chromatography, was done to separate $^{99m}\text{Tc-DLBS1033}$ and $^{99m}\text{TcO}_2$. Pure $^{99m}\text{Tc-DLBS1033}$ was obtained, with a 70.56% yield.

Determination of circulation half-life of $^{99m}\text{Tc-DLBS1033}$

Figure 7 shows the percentage of radioactivity remaining in the blood as a function of time. As indicated in Figure 7, the radioactivity of the samples reached the baseline after 180 minutes.

The in vivo clearance study showed that after 1 hour, 55% of injected radioactivity remained in the circulation. Further purification, using Sephacryl column chromatography, was done to separate $^{99m}\text{Tc-DLBS1033}$ and $^{99m}\text{TcO}_2$. Pure $^{99m}\text{Tc-DLBS1033}$ was obtained, with a 70.56% yield.

Disintegration and dissolution study of DLBS1033 enteric coated formulation

Disintegration studies and analysis of the dissolution profile of the enteric coated tablet formulation of DLBS1033 were performed in acidic as well as neutral environments. Based on the disintegration as well as dissolution tests in acidic medium (pH 2.8), all tablets showed no sign of disintegration or leakage. However, in the PBS medium at pH 7.4, the tablets disintegrated completely before 30 minutes. These expected results were depicted in Figure 8, while the release percentage had reached 80%, was achieved between 20 to 30 minutes, while the $t_{95}$ (where the released percentage reached 90%) was found between 30 to 40 minutes. The cumulative percentage released at the end of the study (40 minutes) was 93.72%, as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 7 Blood clearance of $^{99m}$Tc-DLBS1033 in rats (n=3).

Discussion

It is generally believed that digestive enzyme activity plays a critical role in the inactivation of enzymes/proteins in the GI tract. DLBS1033 was designed to be given by oral administration; therefore its stability in gastric fluid in the presence of highly active digestive enzymes needed to be analyzed. This paper shows the results of in vitro, ex vivo, and in vivo studies of DLBS1033 in simulated GI conditions, undertaken to assess the physicochemical characteristic and stability of DLBS1033 for oral administration.

In the in vitro study, DLBS1033 was mixed into solutions of different pH to assess its solubility and stability with respect to pH. The sample extracted with sodium acetate buffer showed fewer proteolytic bands on the zymograph gel; further, the intensity of the existing bands was not as strong as that seen with samples extracted with purified water and PBS (Figure 1). The zymogram and SDS PAGE results further confirmed the low solubility and instability of DLBS1033 in acidic solution. These results confirm our previous report by Trisina et al, describing that DLBS1033 was stable in neutral to alkaline pH conditions.

The ex vivo data was in line with the in vitro result (Figures 1 and 2) – both studies showed similar protease activity and protein content of DLBS1033 in gastric fluid mixture. It was also discovered that the isolated gastric fluid contained a very small amount of protein (0.023 mg/mL) with no proteolytic activity. This might have been caused by reduced secretion of gastric protease due to the fasting conditions of the rats prior to the experiment. This result supports the in vitro data regarding the protein instability in low pH, though it did not provide sufficient explanation of the effects of digestive enzymes on DLBS1033.

An in vivo gastric experiment was performed to further analyze the stability of DLBS1033 in the stomach since in vivo study is best for describing the real interaction between DLBS1033 and gastric fluid components, such as gastric acid and gastric protease. The in vivo data showed that DLBS1033 was degraded in the presence of gastric protease (Table 2).

Poor bioavailability through the GI tract has always been a major challenge for oral delivery of therapeutic proteins. This poor bioavailability is generally due to presystemic enzymatic degradation, poor membrane penetration of the GI mucosa, hepatic metabolism, and the unique physicochemical characteristics of protein drugs. However, previous studies have suggested that lumbrokinase could be absorbed in its intact form through the intestinal epithelium and mostly absorbed, by passive diffusion, through the paracellular route. Various methods have been developed to detect the absorption of lumbrokinase from the intestine, using antibody detection, fluorescence markers, western blotting, and fibrin zymography. In this study, absorption of the active components of DLBS1033 to the intestines was assayed using isolated intestines, and the activity was detected with fibrinogen zymography and fibrin plate assay. The study of intestinal absorption was done to ensure that the absorbed DLBS1033 active components were in their intact and active form. The fibrinogen zymogram result revealed components of DLBS1033 with fibrinogenolytic activity that could be preserved after absorption. The fibrin plate result also confirmed that the presence of fibrinogenolytic activity in the fibrin plate assay was due to the DLBS1033 sample that was absorbed into the intestine.

$^{99m}$Tc-labeled DLBS1033 ($^{99m}$Tc-DLBS1033) was given through the IV route to the tested laboratory animals. Among the available methods for studying blood clearance of drugs in animals, radiolabeling technique using $^{99m}$Tc has been one of the preferred options due to its several advantages, such as favorable radiation characteristics, relatively low cost, ready availability, and also easy preparation of stable conjugates.

In vivo clearance in rats revealed that there was quite a rapid wash out of the $^{99m}$Tc-DLBS1033 from the blood...
circulation (Figure 7). The half-life of $^{99m}$Tc itself reached 6 hours so the decreasing radioactivity count from the blood was caused more by the clearance of $^{99m}$Tc-DLBS1033 and not by radioactivity decay.

The short in vivo half-life of currently available thrombolytic agents, such as streptokinase (30 minutes) and tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) (5 minutes) often limit their efficacies as an efficient blood clot dissolving agent. Thus, with longer biological half-life (70 minutes), DLBS1033 could be more effective for thrombolytic therapy.

According to Martignoni et al., generally, small animals tend to eliminate drugs or foreign substances more rapidly than humans. This is due to their higher relative amount of hepatic enzymes compared with humans. Therefore, the biological half-life of DLBS1033 in human is most likely to be longer than 70 minutes. An allometric equation by Sarver et al was used to estimate the biological half-life in humans, based on the biological half-life data in rats. Based on this equation, the biological half-life of DLBS1033 in humans is estimated to be around 4.9 hours.

Although the active components of DLBS1033 can be absorbed through the intestine, exposure of DLBS1033 to the gastric environment can cause significant degradation and thus reduce the protein bioavailability. To ensure that DLBS1033 can be delivered safely through the stomach without any degradation and reach the intestine in its intact and active form, DLBS1033 must be formulated properly. One way to protect DLBS1033 from the gastric environment and modify its release of the drug substance is with use of an enteric coating. This was done by applying methacrylic acid copolymers on DLBS1033 as an enteric coating layer. The coating layer is deemed to be a delayed-release dosage format that plays a particular role in optimizing the oral delivery of DLBS1033 so that the drug can be efficiently absorbed in the designated compartment.

An aqueous dispersion of methacrylic acid copolymers is commonly used as a coating agent in the pharmaceutical industry. Because it possesses a free carboxylic acid group on its polymer backbone, methacrylic acid exhibits a differential pH solubility profile. It is almost insoluble in aqueous medium at low pH, but in the condition where the pH increases to a specific pH, it experiences a sharp, well-defined increase in solubility. Methacrylic acid copolymers are soluble in intestinal fluid, from pH 5.5, therefore the active ingredient will be released in the upper part of the small intestine after the drug has passed through the stomach. Use of propylene glycol as a plasticizer is essential in improving the flexibility of the polymer and reducing the brittleness caused by the polymers.

In this role, the coating agent acts as a barrier for the drug against the high acidity of gastric juice and maintains the drug until it is absorbed in the small intestine. Therefore, the therapeutic agent can stay in its optimal condition to confer its biological activity in promoting blood flow.

Drug absorption from its solid dosage form after oral administration depends on the release of drug substance from the formula, the dissolution or solubility of the drug under physiological conditions, and the permeability across the GI tract. In vitro tests, including disintegration and dissolution tests, were performed to assess the physical attributes of the enteric coating formulation in protecting DLBS1033 protein from the harsh conditions in the stomach. DLBS1033 coated tablets were subjected to disintegration tests, using an acidic medium to represent gastric conditions, followed by PBS pH 6.8, which represented intestine conditions. Based on the disintegration test in acidic medium for 2 hours, all tablets showed no sign of disintegration or leakage (Figure 2). However, in the PBS medium, the tablets disintegrated completely before 30 minutes (Figure 3). This result showed the superior physical protection of methacrylic acid copolymers as an enteric coating agent against gastric fluid. The dissolution profile of the DLBS1033 enteric coated tablet showed excellent physical resistance to acidic medium, with a release percentage of 0% in 2 hours (Figure 2). Altering the dissolution medium to simulate small

![Figure 9 Drug-release profile of DLBS1033 enteric coated tablet in phosphate buffer medium (PBS) (pH 7).](image-url)
intestine condition (PBS pH 6.8) led to rapid release of the DLBS1033 protein component. The rapid release of protein will support the absorption of the active component in the designated compartment. Aside from protecting the drug from gastric conditions and promoting optimal drug absorption in the designated compartment, the coating process is also applied to DLBS1033 for several other reasons, such as protection of the drug from the environment (moisture, air, light), to improve stability, for taste masking, to minimize patient/operator contact with drug substance, skin allergies to improve product identity and appearance, to improve ease of swallowing, to lessen mechanical resistance, and to reduce abrasion and attrition during handling.24

Aside from delivery factors, one of the toughest hindrances of the available thrombolytic therapies is the short half-life and rapid clearance of the respective therapeutic proteins.25,26 It is known that therapeutic proteins are removed from circulation via numerous pathways: degradation by proteolysis, Fcγ receptor-mediated clearance, target-mediated clearance, nonspecific endocytosis, and the formation of immune complexes followed by complement- or Fc receptor-mediated clearance mechanisms.27 Previous study has shown that one of the important inhibitors of proteolytic-based therapeutic proteins, including lumbrokinase, is α2-macroglobulin. High concentrations of α2-macroglobulin in the circulation can inhibit almost all four classes of proteins—cysteine proteases, serine proteases, aspartyl proteases, and metalloproteases.28

Aside from the physical properties of DLBS1033 in different pHs, its appropriate formulation, as well as its disintegration and dissolution profile; the half-life, and clearance of therapeutic proteins in the blood circulation are also considered to be important factors in determining the success of thrombolytic agents. This study evaluated the half-life and blood clearance profile of DLBS1033, using an animal model. The study utilized radioactive labeling to observe the blood clearance of DLBS1033 and to evaluate the half-life period of DLBS1033.

Conclusion

In the gastric compartment, DLBS1033 was degraded through acidic and enzymatic cleavage. The intestinal environment seems to be the most appropriate location to release and to absorb this active protein. Therefore, an enteric coating formulation using a methacrylic acid copolymer is a good approach, not only to prevent premature release of DLBS1033 after oral administration, but also, to promote the release of the protein for intestinal absorption. In addition, a relatively long biological half-life of this active protein after oral administration and intestinal absorption further supports the formulation of DLBS1033 in an enteric coated dosage form.
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